MINUTES OF THE TARARUA TRAMPING CLUB (INC) GENERAL COMMITTEE MEETING
HELD AT THE CLUBROOMS ON WEDNESDAY 13 April 2005
Present
Carol Kelly, Marilyn Bramley, Vicki Wogan, Neil Challands, Paddy Gresham (Chair), Susan Guscott,
Mark Casey, Alistair Betts
Apologies
Vivienne Healey
Minutes of previous meeting
Moved these be accepted as a true and correct record.

Neil/Carol Carried

Matters Arising
Neil noted we did not have a team competing in the WTMC challenge this year.
Correspondence
• Susan to send the WCC DP proposed changes to Paddy.
• Kirstie Ross sent a notice to us that Te Papa plans an exhibition of tramping history and asked
if anyone had objects with history attached. Susan will contact club members to find out if
anyone would like to participate.
Membership
Members applications were received from Cathy Wylie and Alison Ringer.
Moved they be accepted as members of the club.
Alistair/Mark Carried
Chief Guide's Report
Neil reported:
• the fixture card is started, Neil aims to complete it for the June mailout. Trips that would otherwise
have gone to Waerenga may be able to go to Shalimar (John Gates's hut). Neil will liaise with him,
also with DOC for availability of their huts. Malcolm Cunningham will assist with weekend
tramps.
Treasurer report
• Carol presented the March 2005 expenses, copy attached
Moved that the expenses be approved Mark/Susan Carried
• Alistair to provide evidence of payment for a van hire, so reimbursement can be made.
• Peter Smith has requested an extension of his budget to allow for clubroom painting. This was
agreed.
• On subscriptions it was agreed to leave any proposals for change to be discussed at the AGM since
some controversy can be expected and consultation with members is required. Carol to circulate a
paper to GC on the options.
IT
Neil has identified a cheaper and possibly better option for digital maps (Maptoaster). He proposed a
laptop ($1400), Maptoaster ($399), an inkjet printer ($400) and a laminator ($60) (total $2259) be
purchased with Bernie Greig's bequest money. It was agreed the laptop be bought, and Neil to
develop a system for clubmembers' use of the map printing system before this is to go ahead. Neil to
report back.

Social
• Vicki thanked the Social Committee for a very successful weekend at Holdsworth Lodge attended
by nearly 30 people. Susan read out Vivienne's report on that weekend.
Communications and Membership
Carol has arranged with John Ahradsen to hold a club account which authorised members can use for
stationery, stamps etc to ensure no-one is out-of-pocket for activities such as mailouts.
Vicki has 18 names for prospective members of a membership taskforce which will meet on May 6 to
discuss strategy. $100 was approved to purchase refreshments for this meeting.
Vicki raised the issue of how difficult it is to mobilise club members due to the email list being
incomplete. 3 recent instances where it would have been useful were the DOC request for assistance
in the Orongorongos after the storm, the club meet at Holdsworth and the cancellation of the meeting
following Easter. Vicki to write criteria for using the list, and will look at ways of getting people onto
it.
Vicki raised the issue of bereavements and what should the club do. There are no guidelines in the
policies document. Vicki to review/create policies on bereavements.
Carol to send a card to Robyn Morey.
Alistair to get a stack of cards with the TTC logo.
Instruction
Mark reported that:
• He has not talked to Helen about tent usage yet.
• Mark to investigate available courses eg by Mountain Safety Council and shouldertap people to
attend training.
• Susan mentioned that the club tents that were used at Holdsworth were worse than useless and
those unfortunates in them got very wet. Mark will check with Helen.
• Alistair, Peter S and Nank reviewed the new gear proposals. They agreed with them in part, but
suggested not to retire gear unless there is a safety issue. The Brian Whiteacre Trust funds can be
used for gear purchase. Alistair to tell Carol the process for applying for BWT funds. Purchases
may be made yearly rather than all at once, thus a gradual update should occur. Alistair to
investigate possible purchase of avalanche transceivers.

Buildings
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

SLC meeting tonight. Paul Maxim and Viv Radcliffe have joined.
Fire drill is to be held at the clubrooms.
A hearing aid system is being worked on and a note will go in the Tramper when fixed. The
feedback is that some people can only hear if they are in the front.
Training is needed for using the projection equipment – Alistair to look into. A person from Social
Committee should be delegated at each meeting to assist the presenter. Alistair to suggest to
Vivienne.
Paddy read out a report from Graham Hancox on hazard assessment, suggesting strongly that the
Waerenga site was unsafe for continued occupation.
Carol confirmed coverage of $50,000 by insurance, however there is some question over payout if
the hut is not re-instated on the same site. Paddy to write to the broker asking how they wish to
proceed and keeping them informed of actions taken. GC considered it vital to obtain professional
assistance to determine whether the site is unsafe. If this is the case, the next step would be to
investigate the practicality of dismantling and moving the hut. DOC must be involved at an early
stage as our options will be dictated to a large extent by them. Our agreement with DOC allows us
to rebuild on the current “footprint” only. Paddy to write a letter to them. An assessment is to be
carried out on Friday. Underlying all the activity is the assumption that the club wishes to keep a
hut in the Orongorongos, but all options should be under consideration, so GC to send any
suggestions to Marilyn.
GC expressed its appreciation of the prompt actions of the Huts and Tracks Committee in response
to this emergency. Huge efforts have been made to shore up the hut for the short term. The
amount of work involved in getting the necessary equipment and supplies over there and the work
completed was formidable. Those involved were Paul Maxim and Wayne McEwen.

Conservation and Resources
• Position vacant. Several names were discussed. Paddy to approach the person identified.
General Business
• The issue of fare paying passengers was discussed. Susan to take the issue to the Office for the
Community and Voluntary Sector, attend their seminar on 5 May and report back.
• Co-ordinators to look at the strategic plan and consider how their portfolio structure and plans for
the future fit with it.
• Job descriptions were deferred to next month.
• Life members discussed briefly. Paddy to present a paper on process and maybe suggesting some
names.
The meeting finished at 10.00pm.
The next meeting is on 11 May 2005 at the clubrooms commencing at 7.15pm.
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